
The Society of Physics Students (SPS) at Kennesaw State University 

is building a series of Multi-Wire Proportional Chambers as a tool to 

detect cosmic ray muons, measure muon flux, and do muon tomogra-

phy. Chamber construction is simple and efficient, consisting of a wire 

array between two cathode planes. The wire array is under high volt-

age while the cathodes are grounded to create a potential gap inside 

the chamber. The array has alternating field-shaping and anode wires 

serving to further isolate the anode wires from each other for better 

resolution. To operate the chamber it is filled with an ionizing gas. We 

have chosen to use an Ar/CO2 mix in an 80:20 ratio. High energy mu-

ons that pass through strip electrons from gas molecules, which then 

avalanche towards the anode wire in a cascade of secondary ioniza-

tion. This avalanche induces a current in the anode which we will de-

tect with amplifier electronics. The electronics will be described in de-

tail at another talk. Further, we will stack four chambers perpendicular 

to each other allowing us to calculate muon trajectory for the purposes 

of muography, which is our intended final goal.  

Abstract: Construction 

The Society of Physics Students (SPS) at Kennesaw State University is 

building a Multi-Wire Proportional Chamber (MWPC) as a tool to detect 

cosmic ray muons, measure muon flux, and do muon tomography. In or-

der for the multi-wire chamber to function properly, the anode wires 

must be at a high DC voltage. To detect the output signal with an ampli-

fier a capacitor is used to uncouple the high dc voltage from the rest of 

the circuitry so the high voltage will not damage the electronics and that 

current can only pass through in conjunction with a muon passing 

through. Current passes through the amplifier and then the circuit pass-

es the detection of the muon on to the data collection system. The main 

purpose of the amplifier is to magnify the current received to levels com-

mon electronics can detect and record. The SPS is designing and build-

ing these detectors from the ground up using existing literature as refer-

ence. The goal is to develop stable hands-free devices and electronics 

that can detect exactly which wire muons passed through and send the 

information to a data collection system. 

Abstract: Electronics 

Multi-Wire Proportional Chambers for Cosmic Ray Muon Detection 

Cosmic Rays are atomic fragments, such as pro-
tons, from deep space traveling near the speed 
of light. 

 

They are constantly bombarding Earth's atmos-
phere, creating showers of particles from colli-
sions with air molecules. 

 

Muons are among these particles and we are in-

terested in detecting them with our wire cham-

bers. They are identical to electrons except about 

200 times more massive. 

 

These muons are highly energetic and have a 

mean lifetime of 2.2µs. They are able to make it 

to the Earth’s surface due to relativity.  

Creates a tomographic image by 

measuring the muon flux through a 

large structure. 

 

Non-invasive technique, so the struc-

ture does not need to be excavated. 

 

Ideal for cargo, pyramids, cave sys-

tems, and other geological structures. 

Above: Schematic of our op-amp design, using an AD8099 

high speed amplifier. Works up to 97 MHz with a gain of 29.3. 

The frequency can be adjusted later to shape the signal. 

 

Left: Agilent E5062A Network Analyzer graphic that shows 

the frequency bandwidth of the OP-amp that has gain of 28.9 

until 97Mhz. 

Cosmic Ray Muons: 

Michael Reynolds (physics) Jacob Barron (EE) Dr David Joffe (faculty advisor) 

 

Left: 

The Etowah mounds in Carters-

ville, GA are our target location 

for muography. 

 

This particular mound is about 

four stories tall and has not 

been excavated 

Particle Trajectory 

~1500V 

Anode “Sense wire” (25 microns) 

“Field Shaping wire” (100 microns) 

Cathode Plate 

High voltage is applied to the anode wires, and 

the field shaping wires are grounded to the 

cathode plates 

 

The chamber is filled with an Ar/CO2 gas mix-

ture in 80:20 ratio. This has the properties we 

need, including lower spark threshold than air. 

 

As the muon passes through the chamber it 

ionizes the gas creating an electron avalanche 

that induces a current in the anode. 

 

The current is small and needs to be amplified 

Application: Muography 
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